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Euclidean Shortest Paths: Exact or Approximate AlgorithmsSpringer, 2011

	This unique text/reference reviews algorithms for the exact or approximate solution of shortest-path problems, with a specific focus on a class of algorithms called rubberband algorithms. Discussing each concept and algorithm in depth, the book includes mathematical proofs for many of the given statements. Topics and features: provides...


		

OpenGL 4 Shading Language Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Acquiring the skills of OpenGL Shading Language is so much easier with this cookbook. You'll be creating graphics rather than learning theory, gaining a high level of capability in modern 3D programming along the way.


	Overview

	
		Discover simple and advanced techniques for leveraging modern OpenGL and...



		

Joomla! 1.5 Template DesignPackt Publishing, 2009
Using Joomla! Templates with HTML and CSS allows you to give a unique look and feel to your site, present a "fresh face" to your pre-existing content, ensure that your site design is consistent with your brand, and build a site layout that suits your unique needs. A quality web site is easily within your grasp using these cutting-edge...






		

Oracle Essbase 9 Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2009

	The hot new data analysis trends involve business intelligence and analytics. The technology that supports business intelligence and analytics better than anything else is today's multidimensional OLAP technology - and there is none better than Oracle Essbase! Although storing data in a cube and developing analytical applications leaves...


		

New Programmer's Survival Manual: Navigate Your Workplace, Cube Farm, or Startup (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		It's your first day on the new job. You've got the programming chops, you're up on the latest tech, you're sitting at your workstation... now what? New Programmer's Survival Manual gives your career the jolt it needs to get going: essential industry skills to help you apply your raw programming talent and...



		

Contrast Data Mining: Concepts, Algorithms, and Applications (Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2012

	A Fruitful Field for Researching Data Mining Methodology and for Solving Real-Life Problems

	Contrast Data Mining: Concepts, Algorithms, and Applications collects recent results from this specialized area of data mining that have previously been scattered in the literature, making them more accessible to...






		

OpenGL 4 Shading Language Cookbook: Build high-quality, real-time 3D graphics with OpenGL 4.6, GLSL 4.6 and C++17, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Over 70 recipes that cover advanced techniques for 3D programming such as lighting, shading, textures, particle systems, and image processing with OpenGL 4.6

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore techniques for implementing shadows using shadow maps and shadow volumes
	
			Learn to use GLSL...




		

A VLSI Architecture for Concurrent Data Structures (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Concurrent data structures simplify the development of concurrent programs by encapsulating commonly used mechanisms for synchronization and commu nication into data structures. This thesis develops a notation for describing concurrent data structures, presents examples of concurrent data structures, and describes an architecture to support...

		

Cubicle Warfare: 101 Office Traps and PranksHarper Perennial, 2008

	Get revenge on all your annoying coworkers with this guide to 101 awesome office pranks


	Are your eyes beginning to glaze over from the fluorescent lights in your tiny cubicle? Have you had one too many burnt cups of coffee? Does the guy in the cube next to you insist on pencil-drumming while cranking "Hells Bells" and...






		

Pentaho Solutions: Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing with Pentaho and MySQLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Your all-in-one resource for using Pentaho with MySQL for Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing
    Open-source Pentaho provides business intelligence (BI) and data warehousing solutions at a fraction of the cost of proprietary solutions. Now you can take advantage of Pentaho for your business needs with this practical...


		

Business Intelligence with SQL Server Reporting ServicesApress, 2015

	Business Intelligence with SQL Server Reporting Services helps you deliver business intelligence with panache. Harness the power of the Reporting Services toolkit to combine charts, gauges, sparklines, indicators, and maps into compelling dashboards and scorecards. Create compelling visualizations that seize your audience’s...


		

Sas R 9.1.3 OLAP Server: MDX GuideSAS Institute, 2004
Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) is a powerful syntax that enables you to query multidimensional objects and provide commands that retrieve and manipulate multidimensional data from those objects. MDX is designed to ease the process of accessing data from multiple dimensions. It addresses the conceptual differences between two-dimensional and...
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